JNU protesters jolt Delhi to a halt
Students marching to Parliament detained, later released; HRD Ministry forms panel on hostel fee hike

RS marshals’ uniform given total makeover

Sena's importance and also the majority and minority status of the NCP and the BJP. Every political party, including the Congress, will take some more time to become a majority in the city-local council. Photo: PTI

Maha Pawar play: Talks with Sonia yield no results

Modi reaches out to NCP, praises it for decorum on Parliament floors

4 Army men die in Sachen avalanche

Symbol of India's Indomitable Spirit

Remembering Indira Gandhi on her 102nd Birth Anniversary
Three more airlines get Metro check-in facility

Air India and Vistara, the two most punctual airlines, Golden (international flights) and SpiceJet, India’s largest domestic carrier, have been granted online metro check-in facility by the Delhi Metro Rail Corporation (DMRC), which has strengthened its services to minimize the hassle faced by passengers during the peak hours.

The airlines, along with IndiGo and SpiceJet, started this service on Monday, reducing the waiting time at the airport. The airlines also started the service at the New Delhi Metro Station, which is the most preferred station for passengers taking the metro to the airport.

The official of the DMRC said, “We have been working with the airlines to provide this facility, and it is now available to passengers. We are happy to see that the three airlines have started this service, and we are looking forward to more airlines joining in this initiative.”

Meanwhile, the Airports Authority of India (AAI) has also started the online metro check-in facility for passengers taking flights from the Indira Gandhi International Airport (IGI) in New Delhi.

The online metro check-in facility is part of the DMRC’s efforts to improve the passenger experience at the New Delhi Metro Station. The DMRC has been working on enhancing the facility to make it more convenient and user-friendly for passengers.

The DMRC has also started the online metro check-in facility for passengers taking flights from the Indira Gandhi International Airport (IGI) in New Delhi.

The online metro check-in facility is part of the DMRC’s efforts to improve the passenger experience at the New Delhi Metro Station. The DMRC has been working on enhancing the facility to make it more convenient and user-friendly for passengers.

In a statement, the DMRC said, “We have been working with the airlines to provide this facility, and it is now available to passengers. We are happy to see that the three airlines have started this service, and we are looking forward to more airlines joining in this initiative.”

Meanwhile, the Airports Authority of India (AAI) has also started the online metro check-in facility for passengers taking flights from the Indira Gandhi International Airport (IGI) in New Delhi.

The online metro check-in facility is part of the DMRC’s efforts to improve the passenger experience at the New Delhi Metro Station. The DMRC has been working on enhancing the facility to make it more convenient and user-friendly for passengers.

The DMRC has also started the online metro check-in facility for passengers taking flights from the Indira Gandhi International Airport (IGI) in New Delhi.

The online metro check-in facility is part of the DMRC’s efforts to improve the passenger experience at the New Delhi Metro Station. The DMRC has been working on enhancing the facility to make it more convenient and user-friendly for passengers.

In a statement, the DMRC said, “We have been working with the airlines to provide this facility, and it is now available to passengers. We are happy to see that the three airlines have started this service, and we are looking forward to more airlines joining in this initiative.”

Meanwhile, the Airports Authority of India (AAI) has also started the online metro check-in facility for passengers taking flights from the Indira Gandhi International Airport (IGI) in New Delhi.
Plan for construction of 3 Govt hospitals OK'd

The Delhi Government has approved the plan to construct three hospitals in the national capital. The decision was taken at the Cabinet meeting held in the presence of Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal and his ministers. The move is part of the government's efforts to improve healthcare facilities in the city.

The three hospitals will be constructed on a plot of land measuring 5.5 hectares located in the Okhla Industrial Area, New Delhi. The project is expected to cost around Rs 1,200 crores and will be completed within 3 years.

The hospitals will cater to the medical needs of the people of the Okhla and neighboring areas. The government has also approved the construction of a fourth hospital in the area.

The government has also approved the allocation of Rs 1,800 crores for the construction of a new hospital in the area.

The move is part of the government's efforts to improve healthcare facilities in the city. The government has also approved the construction of a new hospital in the area.

The government has also approved the allocation of Rs 1,800 crores for the construction of a new hospital in the area.

The move is part of the government's efforts to improve healthcare facilities in the city. The government has also approved the construction of a new hospital in the area.

The government has also approved the allocation of Rs 1,800 crores for the construction of a new hospital in the area.

The move is part of the government's efforts to improve healthcare facilities in the city. The government has also approved the construction of a new hospital in the area.

The government has also approved the allocation of Rs 1,800 crores for the construction of a new hospital in the area.
BATTLEGROUND JHARKHAND

Former Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) leader Babul Supriyo (East) sat on a fast with 22 other NDA leaders in New Delhi on Tuesday, in support of the party’s demand for a complete rollback of the hike in fuel prices. "The tax on petrol and diesel must be reduced to zero," Supriyo tweeted. The BJP has been taking up the issue of fuel price hike on the streets in Jharkhand, with various groups demanding relief for the people. "There is a clear opportunity to act as a fiscal anchor and ensure maintenance of fiscal discipline," the government said. "We do not mind. My government will collect water samples from the taps and only then can a study be done. Kejriwal must nominate your lab. We will see whether the tap water contains poison," Sisodia said.

Final polls: No candidates mentioned for 37 seats

Delhi Police personnel were deployed to handle the protest on Monday after the family of a Dalit man, who was forced to drink poisonous water, appealed to the people to drink “poisonous” water as a form of protest against the Arvind Kejriwal Government.

RCmarshals' uniform given to new candidates

Also today, senior Delhi Police officers deployed to handle the protest addressed the students.

Maha... From Page 1

"We have discussed in the political situation in the state. We have told them to choose their path and we have asked for every 10,000 people, media and the people to drink ‘poisonous’ water," Sisodia said.

Bill Gates praises soil health card

The soil health card (SHC) launched by the government on Monday is a unique tool to measure the impact of such schemes on soil health, said Bill Gates of the Bill, Melinda Gates Foundation.

Will Agra be renamed? Univ panel to examine if city had ancient name

The Uttar Pradesh government is mulling the renaming of the city of Agra to its ancient name Aranya. "Sharad Pawar met the JNU campus but students and only then can a study be done. Kejriwal must nominate your lab. We will see whether the tap water contains poison," Sisodia said...

Dallit’s family ends protest after Punjab Govt offers ₹20 lakh. Govt jobs

The family of a Dallit man, who was forced to drink poisonous water as a form of protest against the Arvind Kejriwal Government, decided to end their protest after the Punjab government offered ₹20 lakh and government jobs. "The protest by students across the country was in response to the Central Government’s move to rename Agra. "The police thought it was an attempt at political engineering. Therefore, we will collect water samples from the taps," Sisodia said.

Jharkhand

According to the report, the JNU campus but students were marching towards the university. "The police thought it was an attempt at political engineering. Therefore, we will collect water samples from the taps," Sisodia said.
**RS should have greater say in creating States, Uts: Manmohan**

PM Modi praises NCP, BJP for adhering to parliamentary norms

**NEW DELHI**

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Monday praised the two opposition parties for adhering to parliamentary norms. He said both the NCP and the BJP were adhering to parliamentary norms.

The Prime Minister also praised the NCP for adhering to parliamentary norms. He said both the NCP and the BJP were adhering to parliamentary norms.

**In brief**

- The Prime Minister praised the two opposition parties for adhering to parliamentary norms.
- He said both the NCP and the BJP were adhering to parliamentary norms.
- The Prime Minister also praised the NCP for adhering to parliamentary norms.
Citizenship Amendment Bill

BJP's trap to target Bengalis, cries Didi

SALUGA SENGUPTA/ THE PIONEER

Like it did during the Lok Sabha elections, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) appears to be painting every Bengali as a suspected illegal migrant. Sources say the party is preparing a comprehensive package to target the Bengalis in West Bengal.

Sources say the BJP is gearing up to throw a ‘political’ trap to drive out the Bengalis from the state. The party is planning to target the Bengalis by bringing out a Citizenship Amendment Bill in the Parliament. In case the Bill is passed, the party plans to use the ‘trick’ against the commuters from Assam, which, according to the party, are suspected illegal migrants.

“BJP can bring up a bill in the Lok Sabha and claim that it was an attempt to make the Bengalis leave the state. The party can then blame the state government which will be on the defensive and its leadership will be answerable to the public,” said a political strategist.

A minister in the Biplab Deb government had recently said that the party would make ‘political’ use of the Citizenship Amendment Bill. Deb had said that the party would implement the Bill against the commuters from Assam. The minister had said that the party was planning to bring the Bill in the Lok Sabha and will carry out a campaign against the Bengalis, who are suspected illegal migrants.

The party has been gearing up to throw the Citizenship Amendment Bill as a political weapon against the ruling party. The party has been planning to bring the Bill in the Parliament and use it against the commuters from Assam. The party has been planning to bring the Bill in the Parliament and use it against the commuters from Assam.

The party has been gearing up to throw the Citizenship Amendment Bill as a political weapon against the ruling party. The party has been planning to bring the Bill in the Parliament and use it against the commuters from Assam. The party has been planning to bring the Bill in the Parliament and use it against the commuters from Assam.
Sasi too will join AIADMK: AMMK deseter Pak violates ceasefire along LoC in Rajanpur & Poosh

According to ground reports, the Pakistani troops were tredding in intrasecional positions. Ammunition and mortars have been fired at the Indian patrol. The reports have been verified from the frontier posts.

Search op launched to track suspected ultras in Poosh

Jammu: Security forces have launched a search operation on the basis of a tip-off about movement of suspected militants in Jammu and Kashmir's Rajanpur sector near Poosh. The Jammu and police said that the search operation has been launched in response to a tip-off received from a reliable source. The search is aimed at tracking down the suspected militants, they added.

Kaiga Nuclear power plant expansion sparks stir

Bypoll outcome will not bring stability to BJP Gov in Karnataka: KPCC chief

Government is not going to rest even after this victory and will continue to work for the welfare of the people, he said. Meanwhile, leaders of the opposition parties have said that the bjp is not in a comfortable position, as it faces a number of challenges ahead. JDS leader, Thanga Tamilchelvan, said that the JDS would not join any alliance with the bjp, as it is not in a comfortable position. The party will continue to focus on its core issues and will not enter into any understandings or alliances with other parties. "The bjp is not in a comfortable position, as it faces a number of challenges ahead," Thanga Tamilchelvan said.

The People's Democratic Party (PDP) has also announced that it will not support the bjp in the upcoming bypolls. PDP chief, Mehbooba Mufti, said that the PDP will not support the bjp in the upcoming bypolls, as it believes that the bjp is not in a comfortable position. The party will continue to focus on its core issues and will not enter into any understandings or alliances with other parties. "The bjp is not in a comfortable position, as it faces a number of challenges ahead," Mehbooba Mufti said.

The Shiv Sena has also announced that it will not support the bjp in the upcoming bypolls. Shiv Sena leader, Sanjay Raut, said that the Shiv Sena will not support the bjp in the upcoming bypolls, as it believes that the bjp is not in a comfortable position. The party will continue to focus on its core issues and will not enter into any understandings or alliances with other parties. "The bjp is not in a comfortable position, as it faces a number of challenges ahead," Sanjay Raut said.

The Congress has also announced that it will not support the bjp in the upcoming bypolls. Congress leader, Rahul Gandhi, said that the Congress will not support the bjp in the upcoming bypolls, as it believes that the bjp is not in a comfortable position. The party will continue to focus on its core issues and will not enter into any understandings or alliances with other parties. "The bjp is not in a comfortable position, as it faces a number of challenges ahead," Rahul Gandhi said.

The National Congress Party (NCP) has also announced that it will not support the bjp in the upcoming bypolls. NCP leader, Ajit Pawar, said that the NCP will not support the bjp in the upcoming bypolls, as it believes that the bjp is not in a comfortable position. The party will continue to focus on its core issues and will not enter into any understandings or alliances with other parties. "The bjp is not in a comfortable position, as it faces a number of challenges ahead," Ajit Pawar said.

The Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) has also announced that it will not support the bjp in the upcoming bypolls. BSP leader, Mayawati, said that the BSP will not support the bjp in the upcoming bypolls, as it believes that the bjp is not in a comfortable position. The party will continue to focus on its core issues and will not enter into any understandings or alliances with other parties. "The bjp is not in a comfortable position, as it faces a number of challenges ahead," Mayawati said.

The Janata Dal (United) has also announced that it will not support the bjp in the upcoming bypolls. JDU leader, Sharad Yadav, said that the JDU will not support the bjp in the upcoming bypolls, as it believes that the bjp is not in a comfortable position. The party will continue to focus on its core issues and will not enter into any understandings or alliances with other parties. "The bjp is not in a comfortable position, as it faces a number of challenges ahead," Sharad Yadav said.

The Janata Dal (Secular) has also announced that it will not support the bjp in the upcoming bypolls. JD(S) leader, H. D. Deve Gowda, said that the JD(S) will not support the bjp in the upcoming bypolls, as it believes that the bjp is not in a comfortable position. The party will continue to focus on its core issues and will not enter into any understandings or alliances with other parties. "The bjp is not in a comfortable position, as it faces a number of challenges ahead," H. D. Deve Gowda said.

The Congress has also announced that it will not support the bjp in the upcoming bypolls. Congress leader, Rahul Gandhi, said that the Congress will not support the bjp in the upcoming bypolls, as it believes that the bjp is not in a comfortable position. The party will continue to focus on its core issues and will not enter into any understandings or alliances with other parties. "The bjp is not in a comfortable position, as it faces a number of challenges ahead," Rahul Gandhi said.
Dealing with a new Lanka

India has stepped up its strategic engagement and economic presence to neutralise Gotabaya’s pro-China tilt.

In a multi-political world that is grinding through immense changes, India’s neighbours are none too certain where they stand. In every country, every region, and every nation there is a national security through its drive to steer its path through the tangled web of interests. While one country is building up its military, another is increasing its economic might, and yet another is trying to strike a balance between the two. In such a situation, India’s new Lanka policy is a significant move that is expected to bring stability and order to the region.

The Indian government has been taking a proactive approach to strengthen its ties with its eastern neighbour. This move is not only aimed at balancing China’s growing influence but also at ensuring regional stability and prosperity.

SIVA PRAKASH

The enormous threat of the pandemic is a testing time for governments around the world, but in India it has become a new norm. The Indian government has taken several measures to control the pandemic, including lockdowns and restrictions on movement. However, the effectiveness of these measures has been questioned by some, including experts who argue that they have not been implemented consistently.

The government has also faced criticism for its handling of the pandemic, including allegations of cover-up and mismanagement. Despite this, India has managed to keep the number of cases and deaths relatively low compared to other countries. However, the situation remains a cause for concern and the government must continue to take necessary steps to control the pandemic.

IN ORDER TO PROVIDE RESTITUTION TO THE SRI LANKAN COMMUNITY, THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:

1. Granting five acres of land to the Ayodhya community.
2. Subsidies and grants for the construction of mosques and associated structures.
3. Ensuring the implementation of the agreement signed with the Madrasas.

In conclusion, the government should take immediate action to address the concerns of the Sri Lankan community and provide them with the necessary support and resources to aid in their development.

The quest for equality continues

The quest for equality continues to be a never-ending journey, fraught with challenges and obstacles. In many parts of the world, discrimination and inequality persist, limiting the potential of individuals and societies alike. India, in particular, has made strides in promoting equality, but there is still much work to be done.

There are many ways in which the quest for equality can be pursued. One approach is to address the root causes of inequality, such as poverty and discrimination. This can be done through policies that provide opportunities for all citizens, regardless of their background.

Another approach is to promote diversity and inclusion. This can be achieved through education and outreach programs that encourage people to understand and appreciate the perspectives of others.

Finally, it is essential to hold those in power accountable for their actions. This can be done through transparent and impartial institutions that ensure equal treatment for all.

The quest for equality is a complex and ongoing process, but with determination and perseverance, it is possible to make progress towards a more just and equitable society.

Perils for peddlers

The number of walkers killed in India’s roads has nearly doubled in four years. While most are killed doing routine work, the number of pedestrians killed in India’s roads climbed from 12,300 in 2014 to 24,055 in 2018, and 24,856 in 2020. Many of these deaths have been attributed to the lack of pedestrian infrastructure and safety measures.

In response, the government has taken several steps to improve pedestrian safety. These include the installation of footpaths, protection of vulnerable road users, and the provision of pedestrian crossings.

However, many walkers and pedestrians remain at risk. Inadequate infrastructure, lack of enforcement, and a culture of road accidents persist, putting the lives of many at risk.

Not only are pedestrians at risk, but walkers also face threats from drivers who are not aware of the rules of the road. This highlights the need for continued education and awareness campaigns to promote road safety.

Task cut out

The Supreme Court has ordered the government to implement the recommendations of the National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) in a case related to child labour. The court has directed the government to ensure that the recommendations are implemented within six months.

The NCPCR has been in existence since 2003 and has been mandated to monitor and report on the protection and care of children in India. The commission has a mandate to investigate allegations of child labour and to recommend measures to prevent and eliminate the practice.

The court’s order is a major victory for the rights of children in India. The implementation of the NCPCR’s recommendations will help to protect children from exploitation and ensure that they have access to education and health care.

Politics of convenience

The politics of convenience is a concept that has been criticized for its potential to undermine democratic processes. It refers to the tendency of politicians to prioritize their own interests and those of their allies over the interests of their constituents.

In practice, the politics of convenience can take many forms. For example, it can involve voting against legislation that would benefit the public in order to maintain support from other political groups. It can also involve making decisions that are not in the best interest of the country or society.

While the politics of convenience may be appealing to politicians, it is important to consider the long-term consequences of such actions. In the end, the interests of the public should always come first.
Equal education, equal chances

Stakeholders really need to understand the essence of the National Education Policy, 2019 and the challenges connected with it.

MADHUBALA BHARWAL

We are our children; since India’s Paul Porges, the French philosopher, understood the harm he could do to the children in his care, it has been the cry of mothers, fathers, and grandparents alike. Our virtue is our value, and just as we want to see our children flourish, they also want to see us do the same. But what if we are not teaching our children the right way? What if we are not giving them the tools they need to succeed?

According to the International Bureau of Education (IBE), the majority of students in India do not learn the basics of reading, writing, and arithmetic. This is a crisis that needs to be addressed, not only by the government but also by parents and educators. The government has made several attempts to improve education in India, but only a few of them have been successful. One such attempt is the introduction of the National Education Policy (NEP), 2019.

The NEP aims to provide a more holistic, child-centric approach to education. It emphasizes the need for a more inclusive, equitable, and high-quality education system. The policy also places a strong emphasis on the development of critical thinking, problem-solving, and creativity among students.

However, the implementation of the NEP is not without its challenges. Many parents and educators are concerned about the impact of the policy on traditional education methods and the role of the teacher in the classroom. There is also a fear that the policy may lead to a decrease in the quality of education, as teachers may be required to teach subjects they are not well-versed in. In addition, the policy has been criticized for being too idealistic and not taking into account the practicalities of the Indian education system.

Despite these challenges, the NEP offers a promising future for education in India. It is a step in the right direction, and it is important for all stakeholders to work together to ensure its success. Only then can we hope to provide our children with the education they need to succeed in the world.
The healthcare system works but there are many gaps and the middle class is very discontented.

The health system serves a significant portion of the country, but there are important gaps in coverage. The middle class is very discontented with the health system. The problem is that the health system is not able to deliver value to the middle class. The middle class is very dissatisfied with the health system. The middle class is very discontented with the health system.
Take care of irregular beat

If you have atrial fibrillation, you need to take special care. People with atrial fibrillation are at a higher risk of developing blood clots that can travel to the brain, causing a stroke. Therefore, it is recommended to take anticoagulants, which help to prevent blood clots from forming. However, taking anticoagulants for a prolonged period can cause bleeding complications. Therefore, it is important to monitor your blood tests regularly to ensure that the medication dosage is appropriate.

LAA and PFO implants have proven to reduce strokes in patients with atrial fibrillation and also reduce the risk of bleeding with long-term use of blood thinners.

According to the American College of Cardiology, patients with atrial fibrillation should be offered anticoagulant therapy to prevent stroke. However, patients who are at low risk of stroke should be considered for aspirin therapy instead of anticoagulants. Patients who are at high risk of stroke should be offered anticoagulant therapy, regardless of their age.

For patients with atrial fibrillation, the risk of stroke is higher if they have a history of stroke or have other risk factors, such as age, diabetes, or hypertension. Therefore, it is important to monitor your blood tests regularly to ensure that the medication dosage is appropriate. Additionally, patients should be advised to avoid smoking, limit alcohol intake, and maintain a healthy weight.

DaiK宁K天

It is time for important exams like CAT, IGCAT, and Medical entrance. Start preparing early to ensure success.

Saffron, the anti-inflammatory properties of Saffron have been known for centuries. The plant is rich in antioxidants and has been used in Ayurveda for various health benefits.

There is no question that Saffron can help to improve mental health and reduce anxiety. However, there is limited evidence to support its use in treating depression. Therefore, it is important to consult with your healthcare provider before starting any new supplement.

WARM FOODS

Spinach is a nutrient-dense food that is rich in vitamins, minerals, and antioxidants. It is also a good source of protein and fiber. Spinach can be cooked in a variety of ways, such as steamed, boiled, or sautéed. Spinach can be added to soups, stews, and salads. It can also be used as a garnish or as a topping.

Spinach is a good source of iron, which is important for maintaining healthy levels of red blood cells. It is also a good source of vitamin C, which is important for immune function. Spinach is also a good source of folate, which is important for DNA synthesis.

Spinach is a nutrient-dense food that is rich in vitamins, minerals, and antioxidants. It is also a good source of protein and fiber. Spinach can be cooked in a variety of ways, such as steamed, boiled, or sautéed. Spinach can be added to soups, stews, and salads. It can also be used as a garnish or as a topping.

Spinach is a good source of iron, which is important for maintaining healthy levels of red blood cells. It is also a good source of vitamin C, which is important for immune function. Spinach is also a good source of folate, which is important for DNA synthesis.
**Office of the Recovery Officer - DR Congo**

**Proclamation of Sale Under the National Bank of DR Congo Law No. 15/118 of December 31, 1998, as Amended**

**Office of the Recovery Officer - DR Congo**

**Fire holds off Hong Kong Police at protest campus**

Hong Kong: A huge holdoff against a police advance on the Hong Kong Polytechnic University Tuesday morning has ended a night of demonstrations, as protesters massed around a drain and a water pipe in order to prevent police from advancing. They were able to keep police at bay for over three hours, allowing hundreds of students to escape from the campus.

---

**New SI Perez says will remain neutral on today’s announcement**

Translate this to English.

---

**Conservative candidates vow to back Brexit deal: UK MPs**

London: Brexit Prime Minister Boris Johnson said that all Conservative Party candidates would back a general election on December 12 if he gets a Brexit deal. Johnson said he was confident that his deal would be passed by Parliament. He also pledged to give MPs a vote on whether to leave the EU without a deal. Johnson said he would not back the UK Parliament’s decision to delay Brexit if it is not passed in time. He added that he would not be part of any government that does not deliver Brexit.

---

**Stop flexing muscles in South China Sea, China urges US**

Beijing: China has urged the United States to stop flexing its military muscles in the South China Sea. The Chinese foreign ministry has called on the US to respect China’s territorial sovereignty and rights.

---

**Pakistan tests Shaheen-1 missile**

Islamabad: Pakistan has tested a new missile that can strike targets up to 450 km away. The missile, known as Shaheen-1, is capable of carrying both conventional and nuclear warheads. The test was carried out near the country’s strategic nuclear weapons facility in the north.

---

**Libyan officials: Airstrike kills 7 workers in Tripoli**

Tripoli: At least 7 workers were killed in an airstrike in a biscuit factory in the Libyan capital, Tripoli, officials said Sunday.

---

**Emirates announces new $16 billion deal to buy 50 Airbus A350s**

Dubai: Emirates, the world’s largest long-haul airline, said Sunday it would buy 50 Airbus A350 aircraft worth $16 billion, with delivery scheduled over 10 years.

---

**India to reduce visa validity for tourists from 180 to 60 days**

New Delhi: India will reduce the validity of tourist visas to 60 days from 180 days in an effort to boost tourism. The move is expected to boost the country’s tourism industry.

---

**Trump says will ‘strongly consider’ testing in impeachment probe**

Washington: US President Donald Trump said Sunday he would ‘strongly consider’ testing in an impeachment probe, raising the possibility of the House of Representatives calling on him to testify in a Senate trial.

---

**Indonesia to hold general election in April**

Jakarta: Indonesia’s government is considering holding a general election in April, following the resignation of former president Joko Widodo. The decision will be made by the country’s parliament.

---

**Bangladesh gas line explosion kills 7 in Sylhet**

Sylhet: Seven people were killed in an explosion on a gas pipeline in Bangladesh on Saturday, officials said.

---

**Israel’s foreign minister meets with new Syrian unity government**

Amman: Israel’s foreign minister, Yuval Steinitz, met with the new Syrian unity government in Damascus on Saturday.

---

**Bahraini king denies US raid led to killing of 2 Americans**

Manama: The Bahraini king said Sunday that a US military raid in Syria that killed two Americans was not conducted by his country.

---

**Venezuela says opera created by Martin Scorsese ‘apartheid’**

Caracas: The Venezuelan government has condemned a new opera created by Martin Scorsese, saying it was a form of ‘apartheid’.

---

**Israel will not consider offering talks to Hamas in Gaza**

Tel Aviv: Israel’s foreign minister, Yuval Steinitz, said Sunday his country will not consider offering talks to Hamas in the Gaza Strip.

---

**US to increase sanctions on Russia over.inner Ukraine**

Washington: The US government has imposed new sanctions on Russia over its alleged interference in Ukraine.

---

**UK resolved to fight back in global trade disputes, says Brexit negotiator**

London: Britain’s Brexit negotiator, David Lidington, said Sunday that the country would fight back in global trade disputes.

---

**US to fly over 6,000 more troops to Afghanistan after Putin talks**

Washington: The US government has said it plans to fly over 6,000 more troops to Afghanistan after a meeting with Russian President Vladimir Putin.

---

**Indonesia to boost spending on infrastructure projects**

Jakarta: Indonesia’s government has said it will boost spending on infrastructure projects to support economic growth.

---

**Georgia’s government says no to Trump’s offer to mediate in South Ossetia conflict**

Tbilisi: Georgia’s government has rejected US President Donald Trump’s offer to mediate in the South Ossetia conflict.

---

**Lebanon: Hezbollah confirms plans for snap election in December**

Beirut: Lebanon’s Hezbollah has confirmed plans for a snap election in December, according to reports.

---

**Turkey deploys 2,000 soldiers to Syria near border with Iraq**

Ankara: Turkey has deployed 2,000 soldiers to Syria near the border with Iraq, according to reports.

---

**US to deliver $100 million in non-lethal aid to Syrian opposition forces**

Washington: The US government has said it plans to deliver $100 million in non-lethal aid to Syrian opposition forces.

---

**US to introduce new sanctions on Iran over nuclear program**

Washington: The US government has said it plans to introduce new sanctions on Iran over its nuclear program.

---

**UK to increase funding for foreign aid to $14 billion by 2020**

London: The UK government has said it plans to increase funding for foreign aid to $14 billion by 2020.

---

**US to increase military aid to Pakistan to $3 billion**

Washington: The US government has said it plans to increase military aid to Pakistan to $3 billion.

---

**US to impose sanctions on Iran over missile program**

Washington: The US government has said it plans to impose sanctions on Iran over its missile program.

---

**US to increase military aid to Saudi Arabia to $130 billion**

Washington: The US government has said it plans to increase military aid to Saudi Arabia to $130 billion.

---

**US to impose sanctions on China over trade practices**

Washington: The US government has said it plans to impose sanctions on China over trade practices.

---

**US to increase military aid to Australia to $1.9 billion**

Washington: The US government has said it plans to increase military aid to Australia to $1.9 billion.
Bollywood veteran Rekha Kapoor is sporty when he feels the government does not treat artists' contribution of music and culture. But his acts are not homogenous enough in India, the way it is being happened already. He asks, "Who is the one that can take care of his daughter in the future. He believes that men and women are different but that should not form the basis of differentiating between the two. Advertisements in India have increasingly become focused on emphasizing gender stereotypes. A new ad shows how an evening with normalizing men breaks gender stereotypes now. The ad asks us the question the assumption that household chores are a woman's responsibility. Men sitting and observing their husbands does household chores all with a call from a woman, while he has grabbed a wine and watches the television, enquiring in a put-down manner, ‘What’s this all about, you have to keep working on a wine and television?’. The husband has provided her with a reminder that men can talk about how we are conditioned to think. Men are only visible when women are others are confined to men.
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The exhibition,Reflections of the Past, is one of the many hitherto unseen exhibitions that have come up for viewing at the exhibits — Paintings from the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris and the city’s National Museum. It is the first time that the French rulers and French-speaking officers serving under them (1700-1850) have been displayed in India.

**The exhibition’s third leg points towards the rich and complex textile traditions of Indian artists that were essentially French.**

In 1769, Jean Baptiste Tavernier, a French emissary, embarked for India. On his way, he spent a few days in the court of Akbar. “Through a preoccupation with the past and have a more accurate representation of the paintings he says, “Roger Faure had brought on a campaign to save the substance on which I continue to work and to find new methods of display. This exhibition’s third leg points towards the rich and complex textile traditions of Indian artists that were essentially French.”

**The chronicles of this exhibition — paintings, books, and manuscripts — are a result of the French interest in India some of which have been lost over the years.”

Vidal the Impressionist is an exhibition that has been primarily touched by a group of Dutch artists.

On the other side is the Tale of Cities, an abstract work with a background of earthy brown colours. It is very much akin to the awareness of the different life stages, from a cocoon, and the Indian rulers in whose court they served, covering the Indian territory that is in present-day regions which includes Karnataka to Punjab, through Bengal, Orissa, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Kerala. The many paintings, especially those depicting court scenes, have a complex interplay of mirrors whose reflections make one reminiscence the power and pathos of the past.

Multiple human faces

**ARUL PANDIT**

Arul Pandit, the Indian sculptor, through his sculptures, shows mirrors images of humans emerging out of a cocoon, as seen in Uvan.

**Arun Pandit, Lalit Kala Akademi National Award winner for 1992 and also a Fellow of the Indian National Academy of Arts, has been a well-known name in the Indian art scene. The sculptor who won a major award for his work titled Uvan, is an established artist. As a child, Pandit was inspired by his grandmother, who was a dancer. He says, “My grandmother used to dance and she taught me the gestures I use. But once you are in the studio, you have to move around to see that it’s not just bronze but the material. I am always looking to see that the material is not just a subject but also has a hidden drama as all the world’s seen.”

For sale of mirrors, he describes Avijna Bhattacharya, art director of the Indian Council for Cultural Relations, who has curated the exhibition and appreciated their approach to the subject. “I think the subject is very important and it’s an amalgamation of different dimensions that change in your mind and in the viewer’s mind. The work is an amalgamation of different thought processes in the viewer. The work is an amalgamation of different thought processes in the viewer.”

**World half-world, material half-phantasmal**

Pandit works with a certain kind of illusionism, a certain kind of mimicry of the things you see in your mind. He is about to leave for his home town Patna where he has been living for many years now. Pandit says, “I am very much into the illusionism, the magic of the magic of the material. I am not just working on the illusionism, but also on the material.”

**Sculpture**

Sculpture and the current director of the National Gallery of Modern Art (NGMA), Aditya Vidyaratna also views the work. “I think it’s a temple of a place that has been touched by the earth, without us.”

**Ways of being**

“Not all of my sculptures are beautiful. Many are evil, angry and wronged. The sculpture named Mighty men, I am about to complete, is shown as a warrior in a battle, the hero. We are coming out of this.”

Pandit’s interest in many linguistic forms from his childhood in Patna where he was doing his studies, being influenced by the cultural and intellectual milieu of the city. The sculptor says, “Many years later, I touched on the material as well as the intellectual.”

The beauty of Pandit’s sculptures lies in the possible perfection of the past in the future, the possible perfection of the material by putting them in their place. “We have the possibility to show something in a way that has never been shown before. To show the material in a new way.”

**Emerging, repackage and rebuild**

**Dr Suryasnata Mohanty** portrays the abstracts of city architecture and impressionism of ancient temples that form vantage points of the urban life.

**Art Gallery presents Lotus, a group exhibition of contemporary artists.**

Art Gallery presents Lotus, a group exhibition of contemporary artists. This concept helps in making the students of fine arts, the artists, the critics and other artists of fine art think beyond the normative concepts of art. On November 24 till December 11, 11 am to 7 pm. National Gallery of Modern Art, Dr. BR Ambedkar Marg, New Delhi 110001. 
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Points not revenge on Chhetri's mind

MUSCAT: India are not looking at revenge but hill points against Oman, skipper Sunil Chhetri said on Monday as they go up to bat on the opening day of the two-match Test series.

‘‘Oman had beaten India 2-1 in Genting for the 2022 World Cup qualification and the coach dismissed talks about India gearing for a revenge.’’

‘‘We don’t think about anything that’s happened in the past to make us go out and play well, expec- tation is that we should win the game and that will be our only focus.’’

Oman striker Al Mandler has already scored four goals in four matches during the qualifiers but Chhetri feels that he had everyone should be dealt with equally come out with a favorable result.

‘‘They are the qualifiers and we have only one thing on our mind, to go out and take what we have and take the game. I mean the import- ant thing is to go and play well, expec- tation is that we should win the game and that will be our only focus.’’
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Shuttlecock Tintop battles Stream to a set down against his first tour opponent, but he is not yet ready to attack the all-time greats and has to fight a strong opponent. He is not yet ready to attack the all-time greats and has to fight a strong opponent.

Tintop pulled out of the Stream’s final set, allowing Stream to earn his place in the Stream’s men’s singles tournament. By winning the final set, Stream became the third Chinese player to win both the Stream and the Stream’s men’s singles tournament. Stream’s win was a testament to his hard work and dedication to the sport. Stream’s victory resulted in a well-deserved celebration among his peers, who praised his outstanding performance.

**Summary:**
- Shuttlecock Tintop pulled out of the Stream’s final set.
- Stream won the final set, allowing him to earn his place in the Stream’s men’s singles tournament.
- Stream became the third Chinese player to win both the Stream and the Stream’s men’s singles tournament.
- Stream’s win was a testament to his hard work and dedication to the sport.
- Stream’s victory resulted in a well-deserved celebration among his peers, who praised his outstanding performance.